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September’s Meeting Will
Feature a Special Presentation on
the F-105 Thunderchief
This month’s meeting will feature a guest speaker.
IPMS/USA Fort Crook and Scott Sumsion chapter
member Fred Hall. Fred will present a 40-minute
seminar on F-105 Thunderchiefs in Vietnam. Fred
was a F-105D crew chief in Thailand during the
Vietnam conflict.
Many of you know Fred is an avid long-time modeler
and past President of IPMS/USA as well as one of the
founding members of Lincoln’s Scott Sumsion
IPMS/USA chapter.

Fort Crook IPMS/USA
Scale Modeling Club

NEXT MEETING
Wednesday September 19
at 6:30 PM
Meetings are held at the Nebraska
NRD Headquarters located in West
Omaha at 154th & Giles Road

Which Acrylic Paint Brands Are For You?
Many modelers use acrylic paints. Mostly, this is because they may not be able to deal with the
harsh smells of enamels or lacquers. Now, understand the "acrylic" refers to the binder in the
paint. The thinner may be water, alcohol, or even lacquer. However, the binding agent is an
acrylic of some sort. Different brands have a different type of acrylic binder. Thus, each has a
certain use.

LIFECOLOR ACRYLICS

VALLEJO ACRYLICS
PROS –
• Comes in several varieties. Model
Color, Game Color, & Panzer Aces are
all thick paint designed for handpainting. Model Air is a little bit
thinner but still works great for handpainting.
• Comes in dropper bottles. You must
use a palate, and you must thin it
(Thinner Medium, Airbrush thinner, or
water).
• This stuff is great for painting figures,
details, and paint chips.
CONS –
• Not so great for doing hairspray
chipping as the acrylic polymer tends
to make the paint peel off instead of
chip away.

PROS –
• Great for airbrushing and color
selection.
• Lifecolor paints layer very well. Add a
little water while painting to create
gradients of color.
• Their Rust & Dust set is spectacular.
• Works great for the chipping effect
CONS –
• Expensive to buy in the States

TAMIYA ACRYLICS
PROS –
• Alcohol-based: they dry faster and are
more dense than other acrylics
• These are fantastic at airbrushing.
• Works the best with the hairspray
chipping effect
• You can use lacquer thinners like Mr.
Leveling Thinner or even lacquer
thinner to get fantastic results.
CONS - Difficult to hand-paint parts

AK INTERACTIVE ACRYLICS
PROS –
• They seem to perform great at both
airbrushing and hand-painting.
• Their acrylic primers perform well and
have no smell.
• Add hematite beads (see below) to
help agitate the paint.
CONS –
• Difficult to mix (you must shake it)

MIG AMMO ACRYLICS
PROS –
• Dries hard and airbrushes well.
• Paint in light, translucent layers for
best results.
• Newer yellow-cap Ammo paints work
better and have steel ball agitators.
• They also produce "crystal" paints
that dry to look like glass (great for
dials).
CONS –
• Difficult to mix up (you must shake it
like crazy)

CITADEL/GAMES WORKSHOP
PROS –
• Similar to Vallejo in consistency.
• They do have the better flesh colors
than Vallejo.
CON –
• Poor durability, I don't like the bottle
design
• No luck airbrushing them.

ACRYLIC LACQUERS
These paints Include Mr. Color, MRP (Mr.
Paint) and AK Real Colors
PROS –
• These use a lacquer thinner for superb
airbrushing
• Very durable and produce fine chips
with hairspray effect
CONS –
• Must deal with the lacquer smell
• Can be somewhat expensive

Join IPMS/USA Today
IPMS/USA is dedicated to the hobby (and fun) of Scale Modeling. It was started by Jim Sage, of Dallas, Texas,
in 1964. There are now branches of IPMS all over the world. In the United States IPMS/USA supports Regions
and Chapters that sponsor Model shows and contests every year, but you needn't be a member to visit the
shows or attend the club meetings. With your IPMS/USA Membership, you will receive the
outstanding IPMS/USA Journal six times a year - You will also find listings of IPMS chapters, contests, swap
meets, hints and tips, and reviews. Sign up at today www.ipmsusa.org
Membership also qualifies you to participate in IPMS/USA sanctioned contests, and particularly in our Worldfamous National Convention, held each summer. As a member, you'll also be able to access our online
Discussion Board, where a wide variety of modeling topics are discussed, and enjoy interaction with other
serious modelers for help with questions about modeling techniques or the Society in general.

Weathering Techniques and Realism for Scale Models
By Lars E. Liljeblad
If you have never tried weathering on a scale model, it may be that needless misgivings are
holding you back. Truth is, weathering is not really that difficult and can add great realism and
"life" to a static model, as well as telling a story. Another little known aspect is that it can actually
hide some mistakes, but at the same time it could emphasize them as well. A lot of care should
be taken during assembly and all the seams and fit issues taken care of early on. Take the time
to give your model a thorough inspection with a good primer and make sure it is flawless.

The foundation or surface of the model is very important, whether it's a ship, aircraft,
spacecraft, tank or train, most flaws will show up later when it's too late! The paint on the
surface of your model will be getting a lot of wear and tear during the weathering process and
needs the same treatment as if it were going to be displayed as "factory fresh."

Some of the materials you will find very useful for weathering include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pastel Chalks
Prisma Color Pencils
Artists Oils
Pro Modeler Weathering Wash
Flat Varnish
#2 & #4 Flat Sable Brushes

•
•
•
•
•
•

#0 & #000 Sable Brushes

"Micro Brushes"
Cotton Swabs
Soft Rags
Vallejo Matte Varnish
Tamiya Pastels
Some of the commonly used
techniques in weathering scale
models are washes; dry-bushing,
using

pastel

chalks,

airbrush

hazing and fading, and paint
chipping with Prisma color silver
pencils. Start by giving your model
a smooth coat of primer, I would
recommend Tamiya Fine Surface
Primer, Mr Surfacer Primer or
Touch 'n Tone automotive primer,
and inspect the surfaces for flaws.
The paint used on your model is a matter of preference, but I would highly recommend acrylics.
Tamiya and Vallejo are excellent choices for vehicles. They are resistant to most harsh chemicals
found in various thinners, will eliminate the risk of lifting the paint, and are very permanent as
well. The weathering process on your model is subject to a lot of abuse; acrylics are tough and
dry to a perfect matte finish. There really is no need for a clear varnish when using acrylics
(another bonus!) however, it doesn't hurt to add a clear coat if desired, especially since it will
help to correct unintentional gloss areas and give you a uniform surface on your model prior to
weathering. If you use an oil-based paint such as lacquer or enamel, it will be necessary to
overcoat your model with an acrylic matte varnish to protect the paint underneath.

An airbrush is the tool of choice for the base coat and can be used for much of the weathering
procedure. And finally, be sure to let the paint dry thoroughly before weathering. The nice thing
about acrylics is you can begin the next day, whereas with an oil-based paint, it can take up to
three days to fully cure.
There are basically five steps to weathering a model. Pastel chalks, washes, (careful) dry
brushing, fading, and paint chipping (scratches fall into this category as well) but that is a matter
of preference. Let's start with a wash of artist's oil paints. The following would work great on a
military vehicle, tank, jeep, truck etc.

Adding Wash
Brush mineral spirits over the entire model to break up surface tension, and then mix up some
oil paint to the consistency of dirty thinner. Burnt Umber, Van Dyke Brown, and a pinch of black

with mineral spirits, brush over the entire surface, and let the wash flow into all the crevices and
corners. By the way, mineral spirits is a good choice for thinner, as it dries a bit more flat than
artists turpentine (besides turpentine has an intense smell!). Excess wash can be wiped off with
a soft rag, preferably a lint free one. You will be amazed at how all the detail "pops" out with
this first step! Areas that you would like to see accentuated need a more concentrated heavier
wash. Keep this up until you get the look you're after. Another good product for washes is
"Weathering Wash" by Pro Modeler, this is water based and works great! And as a bonus it is
non toxic.

Adding Highlights
Now that we have the detail on
the model more defined, let's
move on to highlighting. The
best approach for this is to
start by giving the model a light
over-spray of the base color
slightly lightened using an
airbrush. Concentrate on the
upper surfaces where sunlight
would be most prevalent and
try to keep the airbrush
pointed at the model in the
direction the light would hit the surface. You will get a very smooth, somewhat transparent coat
of paint allowing the base color to subtly show through. Now it's time to define raised detail
with a careful, light whisking using an almost dry brush. Mix up some artists oils a little lighter
than your base acrylic color. Pick some up on your brush, a (#2 or #4 red sables are very
appropriate sizes for general use) and remove most of the paint on a rag or towel. Too much
paint will leave undesired patches and heavy residue. The idea is to gradually build up the high
lights; subtlety is the key for this step.

Adding Pastel Chalks
The use of pastel chalks provides a delicate weathering effect similar to the effect of an airbrush.
Pastels are available at art supply shops and some craft stores, look for soft pastels, not the hard
kind. Colors you need for weathering are burnt umber, burnt sienna, black, raw umber, yellow
ochre, and white. Start by grinding some pastels on a piece of sandpaper, they can easily be
mixed with other colors and then applied with a soft brush. The use of pastels for corners and
crevices is ideal, and nothing really simulates dust better than pastels, since it is essentially dust!
Simply apply and blow off the excess. The only drawback of pastels is they are not very
permanent. The solution after all applications are done is a good clear matte varnish such as
Dullcote by Testors, or Vallejo matte varnish.

Paint Chipping
And lastly paint chipping. This step is of a matter of choice by the modeler, but most military
vehicles are made out of metal and are subject to wear and chipping. There are a couple of
methods you can use for this step such as mixing a toned down silver paint like silver mixed with
gunmetal, or mixing in some burnt
umber or raw umber oil paint. Then
gently stipple an almost dry brush on
edges, and corners etc. A very fine
brush can also be used to apply
various scrapes and wear. Another
way is the use of a Prismacolor, or
similar

silver

pencil.

These

are

available in craft or art supply stores.
Next gently apply scrapes and chips to
edges and various raised areas. To
finish airbrush or spray with an aerosol can some Testors or Model Master flat clear lacquer to
even everything out. Vallejo matte varnish is also excellent. A word on aircraft or spaceship
models, the wear and tear would not be as excessive as on a tank or truck, and needs more
restraint during the above mentioned process.

Working With Clear Parts
Working with the clear parts of a plastic model aircraft or vehicle can be very frustrating at times.
Scratches, glue fogging and paint over spray are just some of the problems you can encounter
with that aircraft canopy or car windshield piece. Here are a few tips for working with the clear
plastic pieces of any scale model kit.
Attaching a canopy or clear piece: White glue is the usual method for simply attaching the clear
piece to the rest of the model. It doesn’t mar the clear plastic and it will dry clear. It is also water
soluble so a damp towel can wipe
up excess before it dries. You can
get this glue anywhere.
Lots of detail sets in photoetched metal are available to
detail canopies and windshields.
So now the problem becomes
gluing metal to the inside of a
clear piece without marring or
fogging. For this step I would
strongly

recommend

watch

crystal cement. This cement dries
clear and is slightly flexible. It’s mainly used by jewelers to cement the clear crystal faces on
wristwatches. This glue is harder to obtain, but you should be able to find it at a jeweler’s supply
house or Website.
Fixing Scratches: First, get some “wet and dry” sandpaper in a variety of grades from medium
to super fine. Start with about 600 grade and gently sand the piece progressively using finer
grades (800, 1000, 1200, 2000). The sheets are available in super fine grits at your favorite hobby
shop or craft store. Remember to keep the area you are sanding lubricated with water so the
debris does not scratch further, ideally do the sanding under a running water tap. Continue this
process until you cannot see any scratches when you dry the part.

Next the clear piece will need to be polished with a high quality plastic or metal polish. I like
Blue Magic or Novus but there are several brands you can choose from. Apply and polish using
a soft clean cotton cloth like a white t-shirt. Polish until you get a nice shine.
Coating the Clear Piece: Finally to enhance and protect the gloss piece it can be coated with
clear acrylic floor polish (Future). Wash and dry your clear part and dip it in the floor polish and
allow the polish to coat the plastic piece. Lightly touch the corner of a paper towel to any excess
polish and it will draw it off. Let it dry undisturbed on a clean surface. The clear floor polish will
flow into any finite scratches left from the sanding and polishing. It will also keep the clear piece
from fogging when used with super glue.

Today’s Moment in Modeling

Your Wife
“Honey, I’ve got nothing to wear”

YOU
“Gosh, I’ve got nothing to build”

Upcoming Local Chapter and
Regional Events

Calendar Of Events

Saturday, September 15
Prison City Modelers Annual Contest
Leavenworth, Kansas
http://leavenworthmodelersclub.org/

Wednesday, September 19
Meeting: 6:30 PM at NRD
Contest: Prototypes – Build a prototype of any type of plane,
ship, armor, car, or space vehicle.

Thursday, September 27
Business Meeting: 7:00 PM, Papillion Sump Memorial Library

Saturday, September 29
Nordicon in Minneapolis, MN

Friday - Sunday, October 5-7
Nuke-Con in Omaha, NE

Wednesday, October 17
Meeting: 6:30 PM at NRD
Annual Kit Auction
Contest: Same Kit Contest – Same Plane – Eduard Spitfires
Nominations for 2019 Chapter Officers
Nominations for Chapter Member(s) of the Year

Thursday, October 25
Business Meeting: 7:00, Papillion Sump Memorial Library

Wednesday, November 21
Meeting: 6:30 PM at NRD
Contest: Model of the Year and World War I

Thursday, November 29
Business Meeting: 7:00, Papillion Sump Memorial Library

Wednesday, December 19
Annual Christmas Party and Gift Exchange
Valentino’s, 108th and L

Fort Crook Meeting
September 19th, 2018 starting at 6:30 PM
Meeting Kicks Off
Welcome New Modelers and Guests

Model Show and Tell
Break and Raffle Tickets
FORT CROOK IPMS/USA is
a modeling club consisting
of scale modelers who get
together once a month to
trade ideas and just have
fun.
We meet at 6:30 P.M. on
the THIRD Wednesday of
each month in Omaha at
the NRD Headquarters
located at 154th and Giles
Road.
Our membership runs the
full gambit of modeling.
We have aircraft, armor,
ship, auto, sci-fi, and figure
modelers with skill levels
from the beginner to the
expert and all levels in
between…
Most of all, we are a group
of modelers who get
together each month to
talk modeling and most of
all just have fun.
Membership in IPMS/USA
is encouraged, but it is not
required.

September Contest: Prototypes
This month’s contest is any prototype model aircraft,
armor, real space or naval. It is sponsored Shawn
Landry

Model Building Video Demonstrations This month
Fred Hall will present a 40-minute seminar on F-105
Thunderchiefs in Vietnam. Fred was a F-105D crew
chief in Thailand during the Vietnam conflict.

Modeling Technique Video (Time Permitting)
Prototype Contest Winners
Meeting Adjourns
After meeting get-together
Members are invited to an after-meeting get together
at the Cracker Barrel Restaurant just off 144th and I-80

For more information visit the Fort Crook website at
http://www.fortcrookipms.com/

